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Abstract—We assess the influence of the degree of quantum con-
finement on the carrier recovery times in semiconductor optical
amplifiers (SOAs) through an experimental comparative study of
three amplifiers, one InAs–InGaAsP–InP quantum dot (0-D), one
InAs–InAlGaAs–InP quantum dash (1-D), and one InGaAsP–In-
GaAsP–InP quantum well (2-D), all of which operate near 1.55- m
wavelengths. The short-lived (around 1 ps) and long-lived (up
to 2 ns) amplitude and phase dynamics of the three devices are
characterized via heterodyne pump-probe measurements. The
quantum-dot device is found to have the shortest long-lived gain
recovery ( 80 ps) as well as gain and phase changes indicative
of a smaller linewidth enhancement factor, making it the most
promising for high-bit-rate applications. The quantum-dot am-
plifier is also found to have reduced ultrafast transients, due to a
lower carrier density in the dots. The quantum-dot gain saturation
characteristics and temporal dynamics also provide insight into
the nature of the dot energy-level occupancy and the interactions
of the dot states with the wetting layer.

Index Terms—Charge carrier lifetime, optical modulation, op-
tical signal processing, quantum dots (QDs), quantum-effect semi-
conductor devices, quantum wells (QWs), quantum wires, semi-
conductor optical amplifiers (SOAs), semiconductor switches.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE development of semiconductor quantum dot (QD)
lasers and amplifiers has brought about devices which have

a zero-dimensional (0-D) or quasi-zero-dimensional density of
states, and, theoretically,highdifferentialgainsand lowthreshold
current densities. Additionally, the high degree of quantum con-
finement results in a density of states having discretized energy
levels which can significantly modify the bulk carrier dynamics.
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QD semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) have recently
attracted interest in all-optical signal-processing applications
because they have shown potential to recover their gain signifi-
cantly faster than 2-D multiple-quantum-well (MQW) devices
[1]–[3]. QD SOAsoperating in the 1.1–1.3- m wavelength range
have recently been reported which have 1–10-ps gain recovery
times [4]–[7], whereas MQW or bulk devices typically have gain
recovery times of 100 ps or longer [8]–[11]. One-dimensional
quantum dash (QDash) amplifiers are of interest as an alternative
to QDs, since they have some dot-like properties and can more
easily be made to operate in the important 1.55- m telecom-
munications wavelength range, but so far they have been shown
to also have longer gain recovery times of 100 ps [12].

QD lasers and amplifiers which operate near 1.55 m have also
recently been developed, using a material structure consisting of
InAs dots in an InGaAsP matrix on an InP substrate [1], [13]–[17]
and are of interest as they could bring the advantages of QDs
to the important 1.55- m wavelength range. However, because
these QDs are larger than conventional InAs–GaAs QDs as they
form under less strain ( 3% compared with 6.5% for
InAs/GaAs), the strength of the effects of the 0-D confinement
and the exact nature of the density of states is not well understood.
The carrier dynamics of QD amplifiers, in addition to dictating
their high-speed performance in a switching device, provide
insight into the energy-level distribution, but to date there have
been few attempts to study the carrier dynamics in InAs–In-
GaAsP–InP QD structures. Here, we study the effects of the 0-D
quantum confinement in our InAs–InGaAsP–InP QD SOA by
comparing its gain dynamics with a 1.55- m QDash and QW
SOA also based on the InP material system. The long-lived gain
recoveries (recoveries lasting up to 2 ns) determine the switching
rate, thus a comparison of these lifetimes amongst the three SOAs
is of interest. Additionally the short-lived dynamics (on the order
of1 ps), typically resulting form carrier heating (CH) and spectral
hole burning (SHB) processes, are compared as they provide
insight into the nature of the carrier scattering processes and en-
ergy-level distributions and represent undesirable distortions in
ultrafast all-optical signal processing at rates approaching 1 THz.

II. SAMPLE STRUCTURES

The three samples investigated in this study are p-i-n doped
ridge-waveguide diodes, whose structural details are summa-
rized in Table I. The QD SOA is similar to the sample described
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TABLE I
SAMPLE STRUCTURES

in [18], its core consisting of five stacked layers of self-assem-
bled InAs dots, grown in In Ga As P 1.15- m
-bandgap barrier layers and InP cladding layers by chemical
beam epitaxy on an InP substrate. It has a ridge width of 2 m,
a length of 1 mm, and it is antireflection (AR)-coated to create
a single-pass amplifier. Compared with the structure in [18], it
has a slightly reduced active region width and increased p-type
dopant concentration to lower the series resistance and improve
hole injection, allowing for higher injected currents and more
gain. The QD growth conditions were also nominally similar,
thus we estimate the dot characteristics to be similar to those in
our previous reports, with a planar density of cm
and approximate average lateral diameter and height of 25 and
5 nm, respectively, as confirmed by TEM and AFM measure-
ments [19], [20]. We believe the dots are on average slightly
larger than those in [18], however, because of the slightly longer
observed amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) peak wave-
length of 1620 nm (see Fig. 1), which is due to a small in-
crease in the amount of InAs deposited. The QW SOA has been
made as similar to the QD SOA as possible, for comparison.
It has identical cladding layers and doping, but has a core con-
sisting of five In Ga As P compressively strained
QWs in place of the InAs dot layers. The widths of the wells
and In Ga As P barriers were adjusted to pro-
vide an electroluminescence peak near 1550 nm. The waveguide
is 2 m wide, 1 mm long, and is AR-coated, as with the QD
SOA. The QDash sample structure is the same as described in
[21] and of the type also reported in [22], [23], consisting of
five layers of InAs quantum dashes (highly elongated with axes
aligned perpendicular to the waveguide) each embedded in com-
pressively strained Al Ga In As QWs, and separated by
tensile-strained 30-nm-thick Al Ga In As barriers. The
dimensions of the dashes were estimated to be 300, 25, and 5
nm for the length, width, and height, respectively, and the dash
density to be 1 cm [23]. This dash-in-a-well layer
structure is surrounded with Al Ga In As guiding layers
to complete the intrinsic active region, which is then bounded by
doped AlInAs upper and lower cladding layers. The entire struc-
ture is grown on an InP substrate. The sample has a 5- m ridge
width and is 1 mm in length. The value of for each sample in
Table I is the ridge width multiplied by the sample length and
is the cross-sectional areas of the current flow into the active re-
gion, neglecting current spreading effects.

III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND GAIN CHARACTERISTICS

The ASE spectra measured from the three samples are shown
together in Fig. 1. The QW and QDash spectra peak at 1550
nm at maximum bias, and the QD spectrum covers the 1550-nm
range and peaks at 1620 nm at maximum bias. The QW and

Fig. 1. Normalized ASE spectra of the three SOA samples at maximum bias
(QD—thick solid line, FWHM = 164 nm; QDash—dotted line, FWHM =

66 nm; QW—dash-dotted line, FWHM = 72 nm) and the spectrum of the
150 fs OPO pulses (thin solid line, FWHM = 25 nm). The normalized OPO
spectrum has been arbitrarily scaled by a factor of 0.5 in the figure.

QDash SOA emission spectra are close to symmetrical with
full-widths at half-maximum (FWHM) of 72 and 66 nm, re-
spectively. The QW spectrum derives from the typical 2-D den-
sity-of-states (a bulk-like continuum of states modulated by a
step function), multiplied by the Fermi–Dirac occupancy prob-
ability [24]. In the QDash device, the dashes have lengths which
are an order of magnitude greater than their widths, thus the den-
sity of states is expected to approximate that of a 1-D quantum
wire [25], intermediate between a 2-D continuum and 0-D delta-
function density of states. This should lead to a spectrum sig-
nificantly narrower than a QW, but the emission spectrum of
the QDash ensemble is also inhomogeneously broadened by
the size variation of the dashes, thus it is close to the QWs in
width. The QD has a large ASE FWHM (164 nm), more than
double that of the QDash and QW structures. We estimate the
QD emission spectrum as one due to a 0-D-like density of states,
a series of delta-functions at the dot quantized energies, that are
both homogeneously broadened and inhomogeneously broad-
ened by the dot size distribution. Fig. 2 shows the net gain co-
efficient (defined as with
the coupling losses accounted for in the transmission ),
measured from the QD SOA versus wavelength for different
bias currents. Based on this gain spectrum, we estimate the QD
ground state to be at the 1665-nm low-current gain maximum,
and the first and second excited states ES1 and ES2 to be at the
1620- and 1580-nm gain peaks, respectively, which reach their
maximum and saturate at increasingly higher currents. Based on
these three levels, we fit a sum of Gaussians to the ASE spec-
trum from Fig. 1, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2. A good fit is
obtained (solid line) in the 1525–1675-nm wavelength range by
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Fig. 2. Net gain coefficient g versus wavelength for the QD SOA for in-
creasing bias currents. The maxima in the gain curves at high bias correspond
to the QD energy levels, indicated by the arrows. Inset: Fit to the ASE spectrum
from Fig. 1 (solid line) using a sum of four Gaussian functions (dotted lines),
centered at the GS, ES1, and ES2 wavelengths determined from the gain curves,
plus an ES3 centered at 1535 nm. An optimum fit was obtained using a FHWM
of 49 nm for the Gaussian curves.

including a third excited state at nm, and, from
the fitting, a broadening factor of 49 meV is determined, which
is the sum of the inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening
at 300 K. Thus, in our QD structure, the ground state and the
excited states have a small energy spacing of 20 meV, smaller
then the broadening of each level. This is consistent with pre-
vious reports, on devices made of this long-wavelength QD ma-
terial system [14], [15], [17] and of low-temperature PL mea-
surements on single InAs–InP QDs [26], which found energy
spacings that are less than the inhomogeneous broadening of
each level, resulting in a quasi-continuum of levels.

In small highly confined dots (such as more conventional dots
formed on GaAs substrates which operate at 1–1.3- m wave-
lengths), the energy levels are sufficiently uncoupled from adja-
cent levels and high-lying wetting layer (WL) continuum levels
that the occupancy probability of the levels is not character-
ized by a Fermi–Dirac distribution. However, because of the
quasi-continuum nature of the energy levels in these long-wave-
length dots, it is unclear if the same characteristic applies here.
We address the question about the nature of the occupancy of the
states by comparing the gain saturation characteristics amongst
the three devices. Fig. 3 plots the net gain coefficient of the three
SOAs versus current density. The current density for each
sample is calculated as the applied bias current divided by the
value for from Table I. The slow gain saturation (low differen-
tial gain ) and high saturation current density of the QD
SOA indicates shallow dots [12], [27] or relatively large dots
which can hold larger amounts of carriers before saturating, in
contrast to 1–1.3- m wavelength QDs. Additionally, the gain
begins to decrease as the bias is increased past saturation, con-
sistent with the saturation of a Fermi–Dirac-function occupancy
of an energy distribution coupled to the WL states, as described
in [27]. Further insight into the occupancy of states in the QD
device is gained from the study of the temporal dynamics re-
ported in Section IV.

Fig. 3. Net gain coefficient g versus applied current density, for the three
SOAs. The QD gain curve is measured at 1620 nm, and the QDash and QW at
1560 nm.

The QW and QD samples have the same waveguide dimen-
sions and thus the same current densities, but the QW achieves a
much higher net gain cm compared with the QD

cm . Also, the QDash SOA has the highest differ-
ential gain and reaches a maximum net gain of

cm , similar to the QD SOA, but at a much lower current den-
sity. Lower gain is typical in QD devices due to their inhomoge-
nously broadened gain spectrum, and a reduced interaction with
the optical mode due to fact that the dots are spatially discreet
with a relatively low planar density. QD SOAs with net gains
of 15 cm at 1.3 m [28] and cm in the 1.45–1.5- m
wavelength window [1] have recently been reported. Although
lower gain in a narrow band of wavelengths represents a dis-
advantage over QW devices in applications such as signal re-
generation, the extremely broad gain spectrum represents many
advantages for large-tunable-range external cavity lasers [29],
short-pulse mode-locked lasers [28], [30], and broadband CW
sources [31].

IV. TEMPORAL DYNAMICS COMPARISON

A. Experimental Setup

The gain and refractive index dynamics of the SOAs are
measured using a heterodyne pump-probe setup, the details of
which can be found in [18]. This setup allows for measurement
of amplitude and phase dynamics using a pump and probe that
are degenerate in both wavelength and polarization. The laser
source for the experiments is a Ti:sapphire pumped optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) generating nearly Fourier-limited
150-fs pulses at a repetition rate of 76 MHz (spectrum also
shown in Fig. 1). The change in the probe amplitude and phase
are measured using a radio-frequency (RF) lock-in amplifier to
detect the 1.5-MHz beat between the RF-modulated probe and
reference beams in a Michelson interferometer at the output of
the SOA under test. To improve the phase signal stability and
provide for background-free measurements, the pump beam
is additionally chopped at 200 Hz, and low-frequency (LF)
lock-in amplifiers detect the chopped frequency component in
the RF lock-in amplifier amplitude and phase signals. For the
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Fig. 4. (a), (c), (e) Long-lived amplitude and (b), (d), (f) phase recoveries over 2 ns for the QD (a), (b), QDash (c), (d), and QW (e), (f) SOAs. Dotted lines are the
measured data, and thin solid lines are multi-exponential fits. The bias current in mA and long-lived 1=e lifetime in ps of the fit are given for each measured curve.

measurements on the QW and QDash SOAs, the wavelength of
the OPO was set to 1560 nm, near the ASE peak of the SOAs,
and for the measurements on the QD SOA, to 1620 nm, at the
QD ASE and gain peak. For all measurements the polarization
state of the pump and probe beams were TE, the pump pulse en-
ergies entering the waveguide, accounting for coupling losses,
were 1 pJ, and the probe pulse energies were a factor of 10
lower than the pump energies. The 1-pJ pump pulse energies
were chosen so as to be 20% of the maximum absorption
saturation energy under zero bias, to induce similar saturation
effects in all three samples.

B. Long-Lived Dynamics

The recovery of the pump-pulse-induced carrier population
back to the equilibrium state is typically of the order of a few
hundred picoseconds to a nanosecond in conventional QW or
bulk SOAs. Fig. 4 shows the long-lived recoveries measured for
the three SOAs, over 2 ns of pump-probe delays. In the absorp-
tion regime (low bias currents), the pump pulses induce a net
excitation of electron–hole pairs (carriers), causing an increase
in probe transmission, and a corresponding decrease in probe
phase. The carriers then recombine through spontaneous car-
rier recombination, giving an exponential decay of the change
in probe transmission with lifetime . In the gain regime
(high bias currents), pump-induced stimulated emission reduces
the carrier population, resulting in gain bleaching, and a sub-
sequent decrease in probe transmission and increase in probe
phase. The gain then recovers exponentially with time constant

as the carrier population is replenished. The transparency
current is the current at which stimulated gain exactly balances
stimulated absorption, and there are no net carrier population
changes.

In Fig. 4, the recoveries are shown with a multi-exponential
fit and associated long-lived lifetime. The transparency
currents for the QD, QDash, and QW samples are 40 mA
(2000 Acm ), 23 mA (520 Acm ), and 15 mA (750 Acm )
respectively. In the absorption regime the spontaneous carrier
recovery times, (amplitude traces), and (phase traces),
are in the range of 0.4–2 ns for all three structures, consistent

with previously reported spontaneous recombination rates on
the order of 1 ns [4], [32]. The shortest amplitude recovery
time, 550 ps, is observed in the QD SOA. The QDash SOA
shows an intermediate recovery time of 760 ps, and the QW
SOA, which we emphasize has an identical layer structure,
composition, and doping to the QD, has a recovery time of
1500 ps, which is almost four times greater than that of the
QD. The shorter amplitude recovery times in the QDash and
QD SOAs may be caused by carriers in the GS circumventing
radiative recombinations by escaping to higher lying WL and
continuum states in these more highly confined structures.

The recovery time in the gain regime (amplitude traces)
and (phase traces) is 80 ps in the QD SOA, 300 ps
in the QDash, and 500 ps in the QW and is shorter than the
corresponding absorption recovery time in all three devices. In
the QW SOA, because the QW states are coupled through a
continuum of states to the barrier states, the replenishing time
is dictated only by the replenishing time of the barrier states.
A 500-ps gain recovery is consistent with those typically ob-
served in QW and bulk SOAs with a simple ridge-waveguide
or separate-confinement heterostructure (SCH) architecture [9],
[11], [32], attributed to Auger-dominated scattering of carriers
from the contacts. However, it should be noted that shorter life-
times have been reported in bulk or QW SOAs with other struc-
tures—60 ps in a semi-insulating blocked planar buried het-
erostructure (SIPBH) MQW structure [10] and as short as 25 ps
in small active-area buried waveguide SOAs [33], [34]. The

300-ps gain recovery time observed in our QDash SOA is in
general agreement with the 100–200-ps gain recoveries found
for QDash SOAs in [12] and [25]. The 80-ps gain recovery
time in the QD is also similar to the recovery time found for the
InAs–InGaAs–GaAs QDs in [12]. We note that no significant
dependency of the recovery times on bias current was observed.

The long-lived gain recovery time is six times faster in the QD
SOA than in the QW, confirming that 3-D quantum confinement
leads to a shorter gain recovery time, and indicating that the QD
SOA is the most promising for ultrafast signal processing. Phys-
ically, the QD energy states are coupled to the higher lying con-
tinuum levels in the WL [27], and under gain-regime applied
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Fig. 5. Ultrafast amplitude (top row) and phase (bottom row) dynamics of the QD (left column), QDash (middle column), and QW (right column) SOAs, measured
over 8 ps, for varying bias currents. Dotted lines show the measured data and thin solid lines show the double-exponential fits to the data. The labeled bias currents
are the minimum applied, transparency, and maximum applied currents.

biases, carriers occupy not only the dot states, but also some
of the WL states. The WL carriers act as a reservoir feeding
the dot states through fast phonon-assisted carrier capture pro-
cesses [4], and the gain recovery time is shorter because the car-
rier replenishing is due to a combination of WL carrier replen-
ishing and faster dot capture processes. The QD phase dynamics
in Fig. 4(d) show a complete phase recovery within 100 ps,
indicating that the entire carrier population returns to equilib-
rium in this time-frame. The QDash SOA gain recovery time
is also shorter than that of the QW, indicating that the wire-like
quantum confinement, combined with the presence of a WL and
a finite dash volume similar to as in QDs, also results in a short-
ened gain recovery lifetime. Our findings support the theoretical
conclusions in [35] and experimental evidence in [36] that dot
capture and WL replenishing times still limit QD device gain
recovery lifetimes to values longer than the subpicosecond life-
times of SHB recoveries [4], [6], [7].

Lastly, we note that weak intermediate-lifetime exponential
decay terms are observed in the absorption and gain recoveries
for all three SOAs [as can be seen, for example, in the 60-mA
trace in Fig. 4(a)]. These dynamics have a 5-ps lifetime in the
QD, a 20-ps lifetime in the QDash and QW, and have a magni-
tude of to 0.02 ( 3 less than at max gain
and less than ) in all three samples. This interme-
diate dynamic is always negative and is present for all bias cur-
rents including around transparency, thus it behaves like a weak
secondary longer lived carrier heating response. Longer lived
carrier heating dynamics of this nature have not been reported
in previous studies and these dynamics deserve further investi-

gation. This intermediate dynamic also explains the short 15-ps
gain recovery time found in our earlier QD sample in [18]. Since
the maximum current that could be applied was 60 mA, the gain
was still sufficiently weak that the intermediate dynamic domi-
nated, and the full gain recovery lifetime could not be observed.

C. Short-Lived Dynamics

Fig. 5 shows the ultrafast dynamics of the three SOAs mea-
sured for varying bias currents over a range of 8 ps. The top row
shows the amplitude responses and the bottom row the phase.
The absorption and gain regimes are identifiable by the direc-
tion of the step changes, which correspond to the long-lived
components presented in Section IV-B. Gain saturation occurrs
at a bias current of 130 mA (6500 A/cm ) in the QD SOA,
70 mA (1450 A/cm ) in the QDash, and the maximum bias ap-
plied to the QW SOA was 70 mA (3500 A/cm ). The trans-
parency currents, the currents at which the step change is zero,
are also indicated in the figure. Good fits (solid lines in Fig. 5)
to the traces from all three SOAs were achieved by fitting with
a double-exponential impulse response function as described in
[18] and convolving with a laser pulse cross-correlation signal
corresponding to our 150-fs Gaussian OPO pulses. The double-
exponential model contains terms which account for spectral
hole burning (SHB), carrier heating (CH), as well as the instan-
taneous two-photon absorption (TPA) response.

Fig. 6 plots the magnitudes of the step changes, (ampli-
tude changes), and (phase changes) measured in each of the
three SOAs, versus bias current normalized to the transparency
current . The magnitudes of the step changes correspond
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Fig. 6. Magnitudes of the step changes, a (amplitude—left axis of the three plots) and a (phase—right axis of the three plots), in the fits to the curves in
Fig. 5, versus normalized bias current I=I .

Fig. 7. 1=e lifetimes of the CH (� ) and SHB (� ) components in the fits to the amplitude (solid curves) and phase (dotted curves) curves in Fig. 5 versus
normalized bias current. No SHB dynamic was observed in the phase traces, which is consistent with hole burning symmetric about the center frequency [6], [32].

to the magnitudes of the long-lived recoveries shown in Fig. 4
and represent the magnitudes of the amplitude saturation and
phase change achievable in the three SOAs for a 1-pJ input pulse
energy. In the QD SOA, the trend in shows that the changes
in gain saturate at mA , the same current
at which the gain saturates in Fig. 3. However, the magnitude of
the phase change continues to increase past 130 mA. Thus, when
the ground state gain is saturated at high biases, changes in the
carrier population still increasingly effect the excited state and
WL state populations to some extent. The similarity of the slow
gain saturation and lack of phase saturation to the QW trend
further points to a Fermi–Dirac distribution in the QD sample
which couples the dot and WL states. We also observe that the
maximum gain and absorption changes are largest in the QD
SOA and smallest in the QW SOA, while at the same time the
phase changes are smallest in the QD SOA and largest in the
QW SOA. At low bias currents, a four-times-smaller absorp-
tion saturation in the QW SOA compared with the QD results in
a relatively equal phase change, while at high bias currents an
equal gain change induces twice the phase change in the QW.
Similarly, smaller gain changes in the QDash SOA compared
with those of the QD result in equal or slightly greater phase
changes at all bias currents. Thus, the QD SOA has the lowest
linewidth enhancement factor, at all bias currents, suggesting
it is the best choice in high-bit-rate applications for producing
minimum patterning effects. We again attribute this to the ef-
fects of the 3-D quantum confinement in the QDs. A larger ab-
sorption and gain saturation is a result of a stronger gain change
as a function of carrier density at the excitation wavelength due

to a more delta-function-like density of states. This is supported
by the corresponding phase changes, which are related, by the
Kramers–Kronig relations [6], [32], to the integral of the gain
change over all energies. A weak phase change implies a more
symmetrical gain depletion versus energy, as well as a dot carrier
distribution which is more weakly coupled to higher lying (WL)
states. We note, however, that the linewidth enhancement factor
is expected to vary significantly over the gain spectrum of a QD
SOA, due to the effect of excited states. A more detailed study
of the linewidth enhancement factor will be reported in a future
work. Lastly, the intermediate behavior of the QDash amplitude
and phase trends again demonstrates the intermediate nature of
the effects of the 2-D confinement in the QDash sample.

The lifetimes and trends of the ultrafast CH and SHB com-
ponents provide additional insight into the physics of the car-
rier interactions and the effects of the quantum confinement on
the carrier distributions. Fig. 7 plots the lifetimes of the
CH and SHB recoveries found in the three SOAs
versus , and Fig. 8 plots the associated magnitudes of the
CH dynamic, . We find CH and SHB lifetimes nominally
similar amongst all three SOAs and similar amongst the ampli-
tude and phase traces, with 1–2 ps and 0.1–0.5 ps.
This indicates the same SHB and CH physical mechanisms (see
[18] for details) are present in all three structures, independent
of the degree of quantum confinement.

In the QDash and QW devices, shows a bias depen-
dence. We suggest that this is due to a changing of the domi-
nant CH process between free-carrier absorption (FCA) heating
and stimulated transitions (ST) heating. FCA transitions excite
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Fig. 8. Magnitudes of the CH component, a (amplitude—solid curves, left axes) and a (phase—dotted curves, right axes), in the exponential fits to the
curves in Fig. 5 versus normalized bias current.

carriers from near the bottom of the conduction band to states
higher up in the conduction band, whereas stimulated transitions
simply create carriers in (absorption regime) or remove carriers
from (gain regime) the states near the bottom of the conduction
band. Thus, FCA heating has a longer recovery time, 1.5 ps,
compared with ST recoveries, 0.8 ps [18], [37]. Also, at trans-
parency, stimulated transitions are zero and only FCA-heating
is present. In the QW SOA, peaks at a value of 1–1.5 ps
at transparency, indicating a 1–1.5 ps FCA-heating recovery. As
the bias is increased, decreases and approaches 0.8 ps, in-
dicating that ST heating is taking over as the dominant process
at high biases. Furthermore, ST heating can result in carrier
cooling (a positive ) at low bias currents [18], [37]. The car-
rier cooling observed in Fig. 8 indicates that ST heating is also
dominant at low bias currents in the QDash and QW SOAs. The
presence of carrier cooling implies an average carrier energy
that is greater than the pump-probe photon energy at low biases,
which could be a result of a density of states which extends to
higher energies in the cases of 1-D and 2-D confinement. How-
ever, we believe the observation of carrier cooling is dependent
on where the pump photon energies are with respect to the gain
spectrum at low bias (i.e., if they are above, near, or below the
gain peak), particularly in QD devices which have multiple gain
maxima. Carrier cooling was observed at low bias in measure-
ments on our earlier QD device [18], where the pump photons
were at energies above those of the gain maximum, whereas,
in the measurements on the QD sample reported here, carrier
cooling is not observed when the pump photons energies are
very near the gain maximum. Further measurements to obtain
the sign of the carrier heating dynamic over a wide range of
wavelengths within the gain spectrum are needed to better reveal
the dependence of carrier cooling on photon energy. Lastly, we
observe that the FCA carrier heating lifetime in the QDash SOA
at transparency, 1.5–2 ps, is larger than in the QD and
QW SOA. We theorize that this is due to the different material
in the QDash active region, InGaAlAs, as opposed to InGaAsP
in the QD and QW structures. This is consistent with the 1.6-ps
dynamic observed in InAs–InGaAlAs QDashes in [12].

In the QD SOA, we note that is constant at its trans-
parency value of 1 ps. We thus conclude that CH in the QD is
dominated by FCA heating at all bias currents above

. This observation is in contrast to the CH responses seen in
previous studies of 1.1- and 1.3- m QDs [4], [6], respectively,
which attributed weak CH dynamics to a lack of FCA. This

again corroborates that our QDs are larger, contain more energy
states, and have a more Fermi-Dirac-like occupancy probability.
The CH magnitudes in the QD sample observed in Fig. 8 are
weaker than in the QDash and QW samples however, because
of the lower carrier density and lower gain. The magnitude of
CH in the QD phase dynamics is also much weaker than in the
QW, implying a heated distribution that is less changed over all
energies, supporting the finding iearlier in this section that the
QD carrier distribution is less coupled to higher energies. The
much weaker CH in the phase dynamics in the QDs again repre-
sents an advantage over QWs in ultrafast signal processing and
high-data-rate applications, where large transients are undesir-
able, although, at the same time, a low overall phase change is a
disadvantage for phase-based switching. The strong CH phase
transients consistently observed in QW SOAs could ultimately
represent a limit to the high-speed performance of QW devices
if they are to be used for ultrafast applications.

Lastly, SHB lifetimes of 0.1–0.5 ps are consistent
with expected inter-level carrier–carrier scattering lifetimes
amongst the energy states within the quantum-confined regions
[5], [32], [38]. Carrier–carrier scattering times were found to
shorten with increasing carrier density in [32], thus, in the QW,
a decreasing which approaches zero (indistinguishable
from zero in our 150-fs resolution measurements) for high
biases indicates a higher carrier density than in the QDash and
QD at high biases.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied and compared the amplitude and phase
recovery dynamics in three SOAs with different dimensional-
ities—a QW and QD InAs–InGaAsP–InP SOA with identical
barrier and cladding layer structures, and an InAs–InAl-
GaAs–InP QDash SOA, each operating near 1.55 m and
grown on an InP substrate—in order to assess the influence
of the degree of quantum confinement on an SOA’s carrier
dynamics and high-speed performance. The QD SOA has a
smaller maximum gain and a smaller phase change compared
with the QW, but it has a much broader gain bandwidth, making
it superior to QW SOAs in applications such as large-tun-
able-range external cavity lasers, short-pulse mode-locked
lasers, and broadband CW sources. Comparing the long-lived
gain recoveries of the three SOAs showed that the lower the di-
mensionality in the active region, the shorter the gain recovery
time. The QD SOA gain recovery lifetime was 80 ps,
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which is six times faster than in the QW and four times faster
than in the QDash. Thus, our QD SOA is capable of the fastest
switching rates in all-optical signal processing applications. The
QDash SOA gain recovery time and short-lived amplitude and
phase dynamic trends were between those of the QD and QW,
indicating the intermediate nature of the performance of 1-D
devices. We also found ultrafast CH and SHB dynamics nom-
inally similar in all three SOAs, with carrier heating recovery
lifetimes of 1–2 ps and 0.8 ps, attributed to FCA-induced
heating and stimulated-transition-induced heating, respectively.
Despite the theoretically 0-D nature of QDs, the gain saturation
behavior, phase dynamics, and carrier heating effects in our
QD SOA indicate a Fermi–Dirac occupancy probability with
coupled dot and WL states and a lower carrier density, due to
larger dots with more states, as well as a gain recovery time
limited by the dot-WL carrier interactions. However, larger
gain changes with smaller associated phase changes still imply
a more symmetrical delta-function-like 0-D density of states as
compared with the QDash and QW sturctures, giving the QD
SOA a lower linewidth enhancement factor. Also, weaker CH
effects in our 1.55- m QD structure confirms it has suppressed
ultrafast transients, as with 1.1- and 1.3- m dots, which is an
additional advantage for high-data-rate applications.
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